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Abstract

Many serious games employ a scripted dialogue for player interaction with a virtual character. In our serious game for one-to-one communication skills training Communicate, a scenario author develops a structured, scripted scenario as a sequence of interactions between a player and a virtual character. A player is often a student learning communication skills and a virtual character represents a person that a player talks to, e.g. a patient. A player gets a score on her performance after playing a scenario. Scoring is an important aspect of a scenario. As scenarios get more complex, assigning scores in a scenario also gets more complex, and the risk of an incorrect design increases. To determine what kind of challenges scenario authors experience when assigning scores in a scenario, we conduct a structured interview study with a focus group of scenario authors who use Communicate. Based on these challenges, this paper introduces the concept of scenario smells, and investigates how we can support scenario authors in detecting and addressing such scenario smells. A scenario smell is a symptom of a scenario that could be an indicator of an error or incorrect design in the scenario. We develop a tool that supports a scenario author by identifying scenario smells in a scenario in Communicate. Scenario authors evaluate the tool and find most of the scenario smells useful.
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1 Introduction

Many serious games offer a player the possibility to perform a dialogue with a virtual character [1-8]. Some of these serious games, such as Communicate [6] and Visual SceneMaker [4], provide a learning environment, where a scenario is created in an authoring tool and thereafter played in a game simulation. A scenario author can create several scenarios in these learning environments. Most of the other serious games offer a single scenario to a player. In all these serious games, a player performs a dialogue with a virtual character (VC) by choosing a statement from multiple statement options, see for an example Fig. 1. Choosing from multiple statement choices resembles a multiple choice test in some ways. After playing a scenario, a player gets a score depending on the choices she made while playing the scenario. A player might play a scenario game simulation several times, trying out different statement options at a step of a scenario, to find out how a VC responds to a particular statement, or to obtain a better score. How do we know that a score given by a game simulation is of good quality? Can we help a scenario author in verifying that the various scores awarded by the game simulation to playing a scenario reflect the intentions of the scenario author?

A scenario in these games is a graph, and a dialogue is a path in this graph of alternating player statement choices and corresponding VC responses. As scenarios become more
When developing a scenario, it becomes more difficult to ensure that the scores awarded in a scenario properly reflect the quality of the choices of a player in a scenario. For example, a scenario to practice collaboration skills could have as a goal to balance result- and relation-orientation in raising a difficult issue with a team mate. After playing this scenario a player gets a score percentage on result- and relation-orientation. Ideally, all score combinations are possible (low-low, low-high, high-low, high-high). However, if a player can only obtain low-low or high-high scores in this scenario, the scorings on these aspects are probably correlated. Possibly one of the scoring aspects is superfluous, which is probably not the intention of a scenario author who wants to balance result- and relation-orientation. Correlation of the scoring aspects result- and relation-orientation could be a potential quality problem in this scenario. Another problem might be that it is impossible to obtain high scores on both aspects, in which case a student might consider the assessment in the scenario unfair. Perceived fairness of a multiple choice test affects learning in a student [9, 10]. Correlation of scoring aspects, or the impossibility to achieve high scores on all scoring aspects are indicators of potential quality problems of a scenario. We define a scenario smell as a symptom of a potential scoring problem in a scenario. How can we help a scenario author with detecting and addressing such scenario smells?

This paper addresses the following research questions:

- RQ1: What are the challenges for a scenario author with respect to scoring aspects when developing a scenario?
- RQ2: How can we develop a tool that helps signalling potential problems related to scoring aspects in a scenario?
- RQ3: What are the results of using the tool on actual scenarios?

To investigate scenario smells, and to develop tooling to support signalling them, we need a learning environment that is used by multiple scenario authors to develop their own scenarios, including the scoring of dialogues in the scenario. We choose to investigate scenario smells in the context of the learning environment Communicate. Communicate is widely adopted: more than twenty communication skills teachers (scenario authors) from various...
universities and faculties use this learning environment in teaching communication skills at several universities. A startup company DialogueTrainer uses it to train their clients. We expect that Communicate is one of most used learning environments for performing dialogues with VCs: the scenario database of Communicate contains more than two thousand (variants of) scenarios, and the amount of users runs in the tens of thousands. Although we answer our research questions in the context of a single learning environment, the results are to some extent generalisable. A scenario in the Communicate learning environment is created in a separate authoring tool, and thereafter played in a game simulation. There is an open source version of the authoring tool and a published scenario language definition. This allows for an independent development of a tool for analysing scenario smells, separate from the Communicate development environment. The open source authoring tool has not only been used to develop scenarios for Communicate, but also for the serious games JobQuest and WaterCooler. WaterCooler is a game where a student learns to develop team building skills. Jobquest is a game where a jobseeker can practice interview skills with a virtual character.

For both of these games, game writers developed scenarios using the authoring tool.

To answer RQ1, we conduct structured interviews with six scenario authors using Communicate. These six interviewees include three scenario authors from three different faculties (medicine, pharmacy and veterinary science respectively), one teaching assistant and two scenario authors from the startup company. These interviews lead to formulating several scenario smells. We answer RQ2 by developing a smells tool signalling the scenario smells that the scenario authors deem most important. The smells tool takes a scenario as input and generates a scenario smells report. To answer RQ3, we evaluate the smells tool with four scenario authors using actual scenarios used in practice.

Most of the results of this paper come from an MSc thesis. Some results of the thesis have been published in a conference paper, which mainly describes the research problem, and a technical report, which describes the initial interviews.

Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 describes the research context, and describes previous work on Communicate. Section 4, 5, 6 answer the research questions RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3, respectively. Section 7 summarises and discusses the answers to the RQ’s. Section 8 presents the conclusions and future work.

2 Related work

Belotti et al. investigate assessment in serious games. Game play based assessment can provide detailed assessment and be tailored to a player as opposed to a standardised test. Belotti et al. advocate in-game assessment as it does not break a player’s game experience. Belotti et al. also find that the proper design of assessment in a game is a challenging and time consuming activity and advocate for supplementary assessment tools.

The concept of providing smells as an indicator of a potential problem to an author (developer) is used in several other disciplines, the most notable being code smells in software development. A code smell is not necessarily an error, but a symptom of a potential quality problem or perhaps a design issue. A code smell is often an indication to investigate if code needs refactoring. An example of a code smell is duplicate code: identical or very similar code that appears in two or more locations in the code base of a piece of software. Another kind of smell are usability smells: Almeida et al. present a catalogue of six usability smells:
as indicators of a user interface (UI) design and maintenance problem. They interview five programmers, and find that most interviewees agree that the proposed usability smells point to potential problems, and that the proposed refactorings lead to improved usability. Almeida et al. also present a tool extension to automate usability smell detection.

Engström et al. [17] describe the challenges faced by a game writer in developing a narrative scenario for a game. Engström et al. mention the limited interest in dialogue/narrative/story writing for games in academia. Game-related academic research often focuses on theoretical reasoning and pedagogical content [18, 19] rather than on more pragmatic game writing. Engström et al. note the absence of a generic tool or format to create narrative scenarios, and mention that a game writer often uses Excel to communicate a dialogue to a game programmer. A game writer sometimes uses a tool to create a prototype of a narrative scenario, and play test it. Engström et al. compare these tools, and find that most tools have a scripting programming interface. They recommend creating a diverse set of tools to support a game writer and present a prototyping tool to support game writers in the domain of point-and-click adventure games.

Some learning environments, such as Enact [7] and deLearyous [20], offer game play tailored to a specific psychological model. Enact [7] is based on five styles of handling interpersonal conflict proposed by Rahim [21]. A scenario author for such a learning environment uses the psychological model for the scenario validation. A scenario in these environments is difficult to adapt to a new psychological model or protocol as opposed to the Communicate learning environment which provides an authoring tool with expressive constructs for easily creating scenarios.

Commercial tools such as for example Chatmapper [5] and Articy [6] offer a visual authoring environment for creating a dialogue. Twine [7] is an open source authoring tool often used for narrative or dialogue writing. Chatmapper uses Lua scripts [8] to set or modify parameter values in a dialogue scenario. Scripting in Lua requires programming skills. Articy is a visual environment for the creation and organization of game content offering virtual characters, locations and a game development environment. Modelling game mechanics, e.g. set or modify parameter(s), requires programming effort. Twine is predominantly aimed at developing a branching narrative and offers scripted programming support, but lacks extensive features to support game mechanics [22]. In the Communicate authoring tool an author has a visual interface to assign conditional logic, set or modify parameter values without the need for programming proficiency. Chatmapper, Articy and Twine offer some form of checking a dialogue. For example, a graph can be checked for completeness and the absence of dead links. This is similar to the Communicate authoring tool, in which a scenario author can check whether all nodes are reachable, nodes do not connect back to a parent, and if every path has an endpoint.

Yessad et al. [23] present an approach to validate game play in an interactive serious game. The approach consists of three steps: specifying a scenario using a generic pattern, model the pattern using a coloured Petri Net, and model checking the coloured Petri Net. Yessad et al. apply this approach to aid the development of a scenario in the design stage of a serious game.

Some game authoring environments generate a ‘correct by design’ dialogue for a game. Samyn et al. [24] develop a story engine that uses linear scenario templates, metadata, and current game state to generate a scenario. Lessaerd et al. [25] present a tool based on context free grammars (CFG) combined with markup to design a virtual character (VC) dialogue.
Lessaerd et al. argue that this tool enables a dialogue author to create new content with predictable runtime VC behaviour, and to identify errors during dialogue creation. However, Lessaerd et al. state that the current version of this tool is not very author friendly, and the proposed benefits have not been tested in practice.

3 Research context

In this section, we explain some of the required background knowledge about, and important concepts used in, the description of a scenario in Communicate, since we investigate scenario smells in the context of this learning environment. Almost all of this work has appeared in earlier publications about Communicate.

3.1 Authoring a scenario

Usability of an authoring tool often comes at the expense of expressiveness [17, 26]. The open source authoring tool used in Communicate provides expressive constructs for variability in a scenario [27]. A communication skills expert (called scenario author for the rest of the paper), usually a non-programmer, authors a scenario dialogue in the authoring tool. A scenario developed in the authoring tool is validated against an XML schema[9]. A scenario is parsed and produces a scenario ‘reasoner’ that interacts with the game simulation at run-time to provide information about the possibilities at each step of a scenario. This approach allows a scenario author to develop various scenarios without knowledge of the implementation of the game simulation. The Communicate serious game learning environment already addresses some limitations mentioned by Engström et al. [17], namely offering a graphical interface for authoring a scenario, expressive constructs, a format to validate scenarios and separation of content creation from game simulation.

In this paper, we explore how we can further support a scenario author in developing a scenario, by giving feedback on potential problematic aspects around scoring a scenario. To use an analogy from the Computer Science discipline: we can view the scenario authoring tool as a compiler and the smells tool developed in this paper as a Lint tool.

3.2 The structure of a scenario

A scenario is a sequence of interleaved subjects (see Fig.2), where each subject is a directed acyclic graph (see Fig.3) consisting of a sequence of statements alternating between a virtual character statement and multiple player statement choices.

A scenario author models a communication protocol from top to bottom. A subject usually is a part of a dialogue about a particular subject between a player and a virtual character. If the order in which a player navigates statements across two subjects (or more) is not important, then these subjects may be interleaved, which means that a player can choose between responses that come from both subjects. In the Communicate authoring tool, subjects on the same horizontal level are interleaved. A player gets statement choices from interleaved subjects with no predetermined order in a simulation.

A scenario author defines a learning goal as a parameter in a scenario. An example of such a parameter is ‘Empathy’. A parameter is usually encoded as an integer, see Fig.3.

A player statement (in blue) and a virtual character statement (in red) are nodes and the flow of conversation is an edge. A player statement usually has an incremental score (e.g. Empathy +1), emotional effect on a virtual character (e.g. ‘Angry’), and feedback text for a

[https://uudsl.github.io/scenario/](https://uudsl.github.io/scenario/)
Figure 2: Example interleaving subjects in a Communicate scenario

Figure 3: Scenario authoring tool
player. Multiple player nodes per computer node indicate multiple statement choices for a player. A scenario author assigns a value to a parameter (or multiple parameters) on a player statement choice node.

A scenario author can further increase variability in a dialogue by marking a node with the following:

- **Conditional**: show only if a particular condition(s) is met.
- **Jump**: allow to jump from this node to another node in a subject at the same horizontal interleave level.
- **Early end of subject**: allow to jump from this node to another node in one of the subjects at the same horizontal interleave level. If there are no other subjects at the same level, allow to jump to a node in a subject in the next vertical interleave level.
- **End of scenario**: terminate a scenario after this statement.

### 3.3 Scoring in a scenario

Assigning a parameter value across nodes in a graph is challenging and can possibly lead to undesired effects. To illustrate, Fig. 4 shows part of a dialogue with a single parameter in the left graph, while the right graph shows the same dialogue with two parameters. \( r_1 \) to \( r_6 \) depict the player statement choice nodes. Note that the statement texts in these nodes is not important.

![Single parameter scoring](image1)

![Two parameters scoring](image2)

Figure 4: Scoring challenges example

When playing the left dialogue, a player can choose between \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) in the first step of a simulation, where \( r_1 \) gives a better score. If a player chooses \( r_1 \), she gets the choices \( r_3 \) and \( r_4 \) in the following step of the simulation. It might not be unreasonable to assume that choosing a statement with the highest score at each step results in a total maximum score for a scenario. In this example, the sequence of choices \( r_1 r_3 \) yields a total parameter score of +2. However, the sequence \( r_2 r_5 \) gives a total score of +3, the best score for this parameter. It is possible that the scenario author made an explicit decision for this choice, or might have made an error, but the situation ‘smells’.

The use of more parameters increases scoring complexity, as depicted in the right graph in Fig. 4. The best parameter scores are the sequences \( r_1 r_3 \) (assertive: -1, helpful: +2), and \( r_2 r_5 \) (assertive: +4, helpful: +1). Are these parameters (negatively) correlated in this scenario and is that the intention of a scenario author? Scoring complexity further increases with the use of interleaving and other features.
3.4 The quality of a scenario

A scenario can be viewed as a multiple-choice test, where the questions posed to the player depend on the answers to the previous questions. When viewed as an assessment, a scenario should be valid and reliable. Besides validity and reliability, there are various other quality aspects of scenarios we can study.

Kasperink [28] applies an argument based approach [29] to validate Communicate and a scenario in Communicate. She validates the ‘breaking bad news’ scenario for Psychology students, where a student gives bad news to a client. She concludes that the argument based approach is suitable for validating a serious game scenario.

Pel et al. [30] co-create a scenario for shared decision making with co-creation sessions with older adults. Pel et al. evaluate these sessions and improve the scenario by further explaining the goal and the context to positively support the usability and play experience for older people.

Gupta [31] uses psychometric techniques to determine the quality of assessment in a scenario. She analyses the dialogue data from multiple scenarios and determines item difficulty, item discrimination and Cronbach’s alpha.

Lala et al. [32] collects student feedback after conducting a communication skills teaching session using Communicate. Lala et al. apply the action research method [33] over three semesters to iteratively improve the quality of a scenario and a communication skills teaching session based on the feedback from students.

In the following section, we introduce scenario smells as another method that can be used by a scenario author to analyse aspects of the quality of a scenario. Scenario smells can be used during scenario development, and do not require player data.

4 RQ1: Scenario author challenges and related smells

In this section, we discuss the interviews about challenges in scenario development with six scenario authors, and define various scenario smells based on the results from these interviews.

4.1 Challenges for scenario authors in developing scenarios

We interviewed six scenario authors to find out the challenges they face in developing a scenario in Communicate. Our goal was to find information that a scenario author finds important for improving the quality of a scenario. We structured an interview in parts, the entire questionnaire is included in Appendix 9. First, we collected information about a scenario author and how she uses Communicate. Second, we posed questions about how scenario authors develop scenarios. Third, we asked questions related to scenario smells. Fourth, we asked a scenario author what s/he considers an optimal path in a scenario. Fifth, we proposed enhancements in the authoring tool to aid a scenario author, and asked for open comments. We describe the results of these interviews in the rest of this subsection.

Of the six scenario authors, three were communication skills lecturers at Utrecht University from the faculties of medicine, pharmacy and veterinary science; one was an honours student who recently started using Communicate and two were employees of the startup company DialogueTrainer, which specialises in creating scenarios for training clients in communication skills. The expertise in using the Communicate authoring tool varied considerably, ranging from an author who used only one subject and no conditionality in nodes to an author who used multiple interleaved subjects with entire dialogue paths dependent on a condition.

Most scenario authors created a dialogue first and then assigned parameter and emotional values to a statement. Some scenario authors also created an ‘optimal’ dialogue path first,
and thereafter added ‘erroneous’ paths. The challenges in creating a scenario varied with the experience of the user, for example when asked about the usage of ‘view parents’ and ‘view parameters’ functions, multiple scenario authors indicated that they were not aware of these functions. Scenario authors who did use these functions, used them frequently. Testing a dialogue also varied, some scenario authors played a scenario themselves numerous times, while others let teaching assistants play test a dialogue.

We prepared closed statements to help define scenario smells and asked a scenario author to score the statement on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 meant complete disagreement with the statement, and 5 meant complete agreement with the statement. We asked scenario authors to rate fifteen statements. Of these fifteen statements, all interviewed scenario authors rated the following with a score of 4 or 5:

- If a player chooses the best option (the option with the highest score increase) at every node, she should have the highest possible score at the end of the scenario.
- It should be possible to get the maximal total score.
- For every parameter there should be a path that generates the maximal score.
- Every node should be reachable.

Scenario authors rated the following statements with a score of 1 or 2 (meaning that they consistently disagree):

- The longest path should yield the highest score.
- The longest path should yield the lowest score.
- Parameters are always positive.

The scenario authors neither agreed nor disagreed with or did not consistently rate the other eight statements (score between 2 and 4):

- The sequence in which subjects have been navigated should not matter for the end score.
- Two parameters should have no correlation.
- It should be possible to get the minimal score.
- It should be possible to get the minimal score on every parameter, but not necessarily the minimal end score.
- The player should sometimes sacrifice a scoring opportunity to receive a better opportunity later.
- A jump point from a subject is not a good idea.
- All parameters should use the same scale (e.g. 1 to 10, 0 to 100).
- It should be possible to score above 50% on every parameter.

We asked the scenario authors seven closed questions on what they considered to be an optimal path in a scenario. One of our goals was to determine if it is possible to unambiguously define the concept of an optimal path in a scenario. The definition most scenario authors prefer is: ‘The optimal path is the path with the highest weighted average of all parameters.’ We refer to the optimal path as the best score for the rest of the paper. The best score is not a smell as such, but useful for scenario development.
We proposed some potential enhancements to the Communicate authoring environment, and asked for feedback. Three possible enhancements addressed displaying scores in a scenario graph in the Communicate scenario editor. Scenario authors had two primary concerns about these statements: would the proposed enhancements lead to information overload, and how useful is displaying a score in a scenario graph in actual practice? Three possible enhancements related to showing the optimal path while editing. Scenario authors were positive about highlighting an optimal path, even if limited to within a subject. We also asked about the trade-off between calculation time and accuracy. All authors indicated accuracy as more important than calculation time. Three possible enhancements related to marking a particular node as (un)desirable and getting a warning by (not) being on an optimal path; scenario authors were not enthusiastic about these. Finally, two enhancements related to viewing statistics for a scenario. All scenario authors indicated that the maximum score was important; while some authors were interested in the minimum score and the correlation between parameters.

4.2 Selected scenario smells

Based on the interviews, we selected the following scenario smells. We give the name of a smell in brackets; we will use these names in the rest of the paper:

- The minimum (minimum) or maximum (maximum) score of a parameter is not attainable.
- Always choosing the best option does not result in the maximum score (always best option).
- A longest path yields the maximum score (longest).
- Two parameters correlate (parameter correlation).
- A scenario is not subject monotone (subject monotonicity).

Scenario authors assume that a minimum and maximum score of a parameter is attainable while playing a scenario. For example, a scenario author could specify in a scenario definition that a parameter is an integer value between 0 and 10. A player might assume that a score of 6 represents a sufficient result; 8 a good result and 10 a perfect result. If it is impossible to achieve a score higher than 8 through any path, a ‘perfect’ performance (of 8) corresponds to a score of 80%. If the minimum and maximum score of a parameter is not attainable in a scenario, it constitutes a smell.

Scenario authors indicate that if the longest path yields the maximum score, it is a case of bad scenario design. The reasoning is that a player taking a longer path is perhaps inefficient in a dialogue. If the longest path yields a maximum score, it constitutes a smell.

If two parameters have a positive correlation, perhaps a scenario author should combine these parameters, since having the two different parameters is apparently superfluous. In some cases parameters for conflicting goals, for example as in the right graph of Fig. 4, should have a negative correlation. The sign (positive/negative) and degree of correlation for parameters in a scenario should match the expectations of a scenario author.

On a subject level with interleaving, Communicate allows a player to traverse interleaved subjects in any order. Scenario authors indicate that modifying a scenario can present challenges, especially with interleaved subjects. A dialogue path (good or bad) is difficult to remember. We define a scenario where subjects are independent of each other as a subject monotone scenario. If a scenario is not subject monotone, it represents a smell and we report this to the scenario author.
In addition to the scenario smells indicated by the scenario authors, we develop a *shortest* smell. Our assumption is that the shortest path should not yield a maximum score. Most dialogues often have obstacles, such as a bad statement choice that ends a subject or a scenario prematurely. Such a node is often in the shortest path of a scenario. It follows that a shortest path should not result in a maximum score. We define this smell as *shortest*: A shortest path yields the maximum score for a parameter.

## 5 RQ2: A tool for reporting scenario smells

This section describes the rationale of the implementation of our software tool to report scenario smells. We build a tool that takes as input a scenario based on the Communicate scenario language definition\(^\text{[10]}\). Our tool generates a file that reports the **best score** and scenario smells for the given scenario.

A parameter value in Communicate may decrease in a child node, e.g. for a player statement choice that is a ‘bad’ response. We implement an all paths traversal algorithm, where we compare all paths to determine an optimal path for the **best score**. We use a depth first tree traversal algorithm to find the paths with a maximal score, the paths with a minimal score, the shortest paths, and the longest paths. Further details of the implementation can be found in T.Overbeeks’s Master thesis \(^\text{[11]}\).

We use the Pearson correlation coefficient to calculate correlation between parameters. We calculate the possible end values of each parameter and then apply the Pearson correlation to all pairs of parameters.

Subject monotonicity is based on the mathematical concept of monotonic functions. A monotonically increasing function \( f \) is a function for which for all \( x \) and \( y \), if \( x \geq y \), then \( f(x) \geq f(y) \). In the case of scoring scenarios, the input consists of the net parameter changes within a subject, and the output is the set of parameter scores at the end of a scenario. A scoring is monotonically increasing if an increase in the net parameter change in a subject leads to an end score set of values equal to or greater than before. A decrease in the net change in one subject should lead to an end value equal to or lower than before for a monotonic decreasing scoring. A scenario that satisfies these conditions is subject monotone. In a subject monotone scenario we consider the subjects to be independent. For instance, if we increase one of the parameter changes in a subject, the end value of that parameter in the scenario will also increase or stay the same.

The output of our tool consists of plain text files. A main file contains an overview of the presence of the different scenario smells.

For example, a portion of the main file looks like:

```
BEST SCORE: 7
FINAL PARAMETER VALUES:
ResultOriented: 8
GoalOriented: 6

Scenario Smells
The longest path yields the maximum score
Correlation between ResultOriented and GoalOriented:
-0.384302256778923
```

[https://uuds1.github.io/scenario/](https://uuds1.github.io/scenario/)
GoalOriented
Always choosing the best option does not result in the best score.

For detailed information, a scenario author can inspect a text file for each parameter and one for the total score. These files contain path information of the scenario smells for a scenario. Path information consists of a list of the statement texts of the nodes in a path.

6 RQ3: Evaluating the scenario smells tool

In this section, we evaluate the scenario smells tool with scenario authors using scenarios used in practice.

We developed the tool in collaboration with a scenario author from Utrecht University, who tested development versions of the software on a scenario he used in blended teaching sessions. This scenario author also used the software tool while making changes to the scenario. We also tested with test scenarios of varying complexity.

The final software was evaluated with four other scenario authors, two from Utrecht University and two from the DialogueTrainer company. One of the DialogueTrainer scenario authors was a new employee and not part of the initial six interviewed scenario authors. The other three scenario authors were part of the initial interviewees. Prior to an interview, a scenario author provided one or two scenarios: an ‘average’ and a complex scenario. The evaluation interview questionnaire is given in appendix [10]. We summarise the answers in the following subsection.

6.1 Evaluation interviews with four scenario authors

In the initial interviews (Section 4.1), scenario authors indicated the optimal path (best score) to be the most important piece of information. In the evaluation round of interviews, scenario authors indicate that the best score as a function they will definitely use in practice. In addition to the best score, our tool presents the scenario smells listed in Section 4.2. In the evaluation interviews, the scenario authors rate each smell on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 denotes that they are unlikely to use a smell, and 5 that they will definitely use a smell in practice to improve a scenario. In addition, the scenario authors also provide a rationale for (not) using a smell to improve a scenario.

The top rated smells (score of 4 and above) include: The minimum and maximum score of all parameters is not attainable; always choosing the best option (always best option) does not result in the maximum score; and a longest path yields the maximum score. Scenario authors reiterate that a player should experience a scenario as fair and an important aspect is that a highest score is attainable, as also mentioned during the initial interviews.

The smell least likely to be used is if the shortest path yields the maximum score. The scenario authors indicate a common practice that they include a short erroneous path that often leads to a premature end of a scenario simulation. Since the scenario authors are aware of this erroneous path, they consider this smell unnecessary.

Other lower ranked smells (3.5 and lower) include subject monotonicity and parameter correlation. Some scenario authors find subject monotonicity somewhat difficult to understand.

The scenario authors further differentiate between using a scenario smell while developing a scenario and after finishing a scenario. During development, they are more likely to use one or two functions, e.g. maximum, and after finishing a scenario, they might use an entire scenario smells report. While developing a scenario, authors wish to iteratively make changes to a scenario, and run the tool. Thus the tool needs to report scenario smells within a few
minutes, or sometimes at most an hour. For correctness after finishing a scenario, scenario authors are willing to wait overnight for a full report.

### 6.2 Tool performance on actual scenarios

We evaluate our tool performance on a computer with an Intel Core i7 7700 (Quad core, 3.6 GHz). Scenario authors indicate that they use their computer while the tool is running and nowadays most computers have a working memory of 8 to 16 GB. We limit memory usage for the tool to 4 GB for evaluation and the maximum time to execute to a day (24 hours).

Our tool computes a complete scenario smell report for all ‘normal’ (including test) scenarios well under a minute (max. time 0.5758 mins using 2.2 GB memory). However, four complex scenarios expose the performance limits of the tool. We examine the best score and the complete smell report for these four complex scenarios. The scenario characteristics and tool limitations related to these four scenarios are:

- The first complex scenario has four sequential subjects and a highest node count of 72 within a subject. In this scenario, multiple player statement nodes have often no (delta)scores. In our tool, an always best option tree records all the child nodes with an optimal parameter increase. If no child node increases a parameter value, the search algorithm treats all child nodes equal. A complete report run leads to out of memory within the hardware constraints, the likely cause is the always best option tree, which is relatively memory intensive. The best score calculation runs in 7.74 minutes.

- The second complex scenario has six sequential subjects, node count within a subject ranges from 16 to 58. This scenario is structured so that if a player makes a major mistake during a dialogue, she receives feedback and goes to another extra part of the dialogue. After the initial run fails, we dissect this scenario to test the limits of our tool. We start with only the top level subject, execute our tool and add the next subject and run the tool iteratively. The best score run works within our predetermined limits until the 3rd subject (total nodes 154). Adding the fourth subject (total nodes 170) exceeds the 24 hours limit. The complete smell report works only until two subjects (total node count 96) and goes out of memory with the 3rd subject (total nodes 154). The likely cause is the always best option tree which is memory intensive.

- The third complex scenario has 4 interleaved subjects with six jump points. We analysed that interleaving should have an effect of increasing calculation time by a factorial. We notice an increase in calculation time when adding an interleaved subject in our test scenarios, however this scenario executes within our predetermined limits. The third complex scenario goes out of memory rather than out of calculation time. Analysis of this scenario reveals that numerous child nodes do not have a parameter score and the problem is similar to complex scenario 1. The likely cause is the always best option tree which treats all child nodes equal in the absence of a ‘best option’ and is memory intensive.

- Finally, the fourth complex scenario has numerous player statement nodes as a response to a virtual character node. This scenario has four sequential subjects and the node count of the subjects is 92, 65, 78 and 31 respectively. In this scenario, quite a few virtual character nodes have up to eight player choice nodes. In comparison, in most scenarios virtual character nodes have at most three to four subsequent player statement nodes. We predicted that a high path count severely impacts calculation time, but not necessarily memory usage. After the initial run fails, we also dissect this scenario to test the limits. Even with one subject, the calculation time for best score is high (759.57
minutes) while the memory usage is relatively low (26 MB). Adding another subject results in an out of calculation time for our tool report.

Summarising, the smells tool processes most scenarios within user-acceptable processing time. These scenarios contain two to eight parameters, one to seven subjects, one to four interleaved (parallel) subjects, and subjects contain 20 to 132 nodes. For a limited number of exceptional scenarios, a combination of these scenario characteristics, e.g. a scenario with more than three interleaved subjects each with more than 60 nodes, leads to a longer than user-acceptable processing time. The *always best option* tree is the likely cause in this case. The scenario authors indicated that most scenarios have fewer than three interleaved subjects at any level and that the trend is towards more compact dialogue graphs within a subject. To check these statements, we examined the last ten published scenarios in Communicate from both Utrecht University and the DialogueTrainer company respectively. These twenty scenarios had at most two interleaved subjects at any level and only two scenarios had one subject with more than 60 nodes. We conclude that the smells tool therefore works within user-acceptable processing time for almost all scenarios.

### 7 Discussion

We hypothesized that offering a tool to signal potential scoring issues can support a scenario author. To answer RQ1 (Section 4), we interviewed scenario authors and found that scoring is indeed a difficult aspect of scenario development. Scenario authors consider **best score** as one of the most important aspects of a scenario in Communicate. In addition, we introduced the concept of scenario smells. Signalling scenario smells may support a scenario author by pointing to potentially problematic parts of a scenario.

To answer RQ2 (Section 5), we used tree traversal algorithms in developing a tool to report scenario smells and tested the tool on a number of test scenarios. The smells tool can processes most scenarios in less than a minute.

To answer RQ3 (Section 6), we found that scenario authors were likely to use our tool, using mostly the **best score** during scenario development, and the complete smell report after scenario completion. The smells tool processed most scenarios within user-acceptable processing time. Scenario authors find that a player should experience a scenario as fair and are likely to use smells that help signalling that scoring might be perceived as unfair. Some smells, in particular **subject monotonicity** and **parameter correlation** were ranked lower than we expected. The interviewees found **subject monotonicity** initially difficult to understand, however on explanation were slightly more favourable. **Parameter correlation** ratings had a high variance: two authors rated it high, two low. From the initial interviews, we observed that scenario authors had a different approach to scenario development. Different approaches could relate to the likelihood of using (or not using) **parameter correlation**.

### 8 Conclusion and future work

Communication skills are essential for the majority of professions and are best learned through practice. These skills can be developed in virtual learning environments that simulate real world communication scenarios, for instance a bad news conversation. In Communicate, a scenario author develops a scenario in an authoring tool. A scenario author wants to develop a scenario of good quality, in which the scoring reflects the intentions of the scenario author, and is perceived as fair.
This paper introduced the concept of a scenario smell as a symptom of a potential scoring problem in a scenario. To find out which scenario smells often occur, we determined the scoring challenges that scenario authors face by conducting interviews with scenario authors who use the Communicate authoring tool. To automatically detect the identified scenario smells in a Communicate scenario, we developed a tool that takes a scenario as input and produces a report on the detected smells. We conducted evaluation interviews with scenario authors and evaluated the tool on actual scenarios in Communicate. Scenario authors generally appreciated the feedback they got from the smells tool, and were likely to use it during scenario development. Although we developed and evaluated our work in the context of Communicate, we hypothesize that our results can be applied in any environment that uses scripted dialogues with scoring at each choice a user makes.

In the future we would like to investigate if we can improve the search algorithm, for example by pruning paths with the same parameter scores and investigating the effect on calculation time versus accuracy for a scenario. We could also add a preprocessing step in our scenario smells tool. If an input scenario contains more than three interleaved subjects and/or subject(s) with more than 60 nodes, we can provide a warning message that the processing of this scenario could likely be long. Furthermore, we would like to visualise some scenario smells in the Communicate authoring tool. For example, we could highlight the path to obtain the best score in a scenario.

Availability of data and material

The software tool and tested scenarios are available open source at: https://git.science.uu.nl/T.J.Overbeek/scenario-smells
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9 Initial interview questionnaire

9.1 General Information
1. What is your profession and field of expertise?
2. How many scenarios have you created with Communicate?
3. Have you used Communicate in a class room situation?
4. Do you use the validate option?
5. Do you use the view parents option?
6. Do you use the parameter value range analysis?
7. Do you usually work node by node (including an utterance, preconditions, emotions, parameters) or do you first write an entire dialogue and thereafter add parameters and preconditions?

9.2 Their Ideas
8. What kind of problems do you experience in creating Communicate scenario’s?
9. Are there problems that are specific to scoring?
10. Do you have any ideas about how we could solve those problems?
11. What kind of steps do you take to avoid problems in scoring?

9.3 Validating statements related to possible smells
I now would like to ask some questions about scenarios. The Communicate authoring tool gives a lot of freedom to develop scenarios. This can be a problem for creating validation tools. We try to make some assumptions about what constitutes a ‘good’ scenario. Could you please describe how true you think the following assumptions are? You have the following options: always true, mostly true, cannot say, mostly false, always false.

12. The longest path yields the maximum score.
13. If a player chooses the best option (the option with the highest score increase) at every node, she should have the highest possible score at the end of the scenario.
14. The sequence in which subjects have been navigated should not matter for the end score.
15. It should be possible to get the maximum total score.
16. It should be possible to get the maximal score on every parameter, but not necessarily the maximum total score.
17. Every node (even those with prerequisites) should be reachable in some way.
18. Two parameters should have no correlation.
19. The longest path should yield the lowest score.
20. It should be possible to get the minimal score.
21. It should be possible to get the minimal score on every parameter, but not necessarily the minimal end score.

22. The player should sometimes sacrifice a scoring opportunity to receive a better opportunity later.

23. A jump point from a subject is not a good idea.

24. All parameters should use the same scale (e.g. 1 to 10, 0 to 100).

25. It should be possible to score above 50% on every parameter.

26. Parameters are always positive.

Could you please select three assumptions that you currently find the hardest to validate in your own scenarios? Are there any assumptions we have missed?

9.4 Optimal Path

An optimal path is a term that usually describes a sequence of nodes that rewards a player with the highest score or the most wins. We could conclude that the path with the highest overall score is the optimal path in the case of Communicate, but this is not necessarily satisfactory. I state some ways to determine the optimal path. Could you please tell me for each definition if you agree or disagree that this would be a workable definition?

27. The path with the highest unweighted average of all the parameters.

28. The path that includes the highest score for an individual parameter.

29. The path with the highest weighted average of scoring parameters. (Note to readers: a scenario author often indicates an total score as a weighted score of parameters)

30. The shortest path.

31. The path with the highest score for a parameter.

32. The longest path.

33. Same as one of the above, but with the extra requirement that all the scores need to be above a certain threshold.

Which of these definitions do you think works best? Are there any other possible definitions that we did not think of?

9.5 Solutions / UI

I know discuss possible improvements to Communicate. These are hypothetical improvements, so we do not consider feasibility. For each of these improvements, can you tell me what you think about the following aspects:

- Does using it improves your scenarios?
- Do you think you would make use of this improvement?
- How much margin for errors is there? Should a tool give an exact answer or is it sufficient to give a reasonable answer?
Would it be okay if we ignore some parts of a scenario in the tool?

34. Visually displaying all the parameter changes for every node.

35. Color coding all the nodes based on the parameter changes. Green for a positive effect on the overall score, orange for no effect and red for a negative effect.

36. Visually displaying the change in the overall score for each node.

37. A button to show the optimal path through a subject.

38. A button to show the optimal path through the entire tree.

39. A button to show the optimal path from a specified node.

40. An option to repeatedly show optimal paths from different start nodes, whereby the start points are randomly chosen by the computer.

41. An option to mark nodes as desirable and to get a warning if a desirable node is not included in the optimal path.

42. An option to mark nodes as undesirable and to get a warning if an undesirable node is included in the optimal path.

43. Statistics about the scores like correlation, minimum value, maximum value etc.

44. A profile of every subject that shows how often a parameter is used in that subject, and what the maximum changes (both positive and negative) are.

9.6 Finishing Thoughts

That was my last question. Now that we have finished the entire interview, do you have any last thoughts. Did you think of any new possible improvements that could be made to Communicate with respect to scoring? Did I miss something important?
10 Evaluation interview questionnaire

10.1 General Information

1. How many scenarios have you created in Communicate?
2. Are you currently using Communicate in a classroom situation?
3. What is the context of your example scenario?

10.2 Demonstration

We will now demonstrate our tool. Afterwards, we want to discuss the different scenario smells. We want to focus on the following aspects:

- Was the result similar to what you expected?
- If not, what was different?
- Would you make changes to this scenario after seeing the results?

We will discuss the scenario smells in this order:

4. Always choosing the best option does not result in the maximum score.
5. A longest path yields the maximum score.
6. A shortest path yields the maximum score.
7. Is it possible to obtain a parameter value lower than the specified minimum value?
8. Is it possible to obtain a parameter value higher than the specified maximum value?
9. Is there a correlation between parameters?
10. Is the scenario not subject monotone?

10.3 Our tool

The tool we are about to demonstrate has multiple features. We want to know how useful you think these features are. Can you describe how likely it is you would use these functions by giving a number between 1 and 5, where a 1 means “would not use at all,” and a 5 means “would definitely use”?

11. Calculating the best path (overall score).
12. Calculating the worst path (overall score).
13. Calculating the longest path.
14. Calculating the shortest path.
15. Checking if always choosing the best option will lead to the maximum score.
16. Checking if the longest path will also be the best path.
17. Checking if the shortest path will also be the best path.
18. Checking if the minimal and maximum value of a parameter is attainable.
19. Calculating the correlation between different parameters.
20. Checking if a scenario is subject monotone.
10.4 Conclusion

21. Do you think that the demonstrated program might help you improve your scenarios?

22. Are you likely to use the program if it remains separate from the Communicate authoring tool?

23. Are you more likely to use the program if it is integrated in the Communicate authoring tool?

24. Were the calculation times a problem for you?

25. For your personal use, what would be the most useful feature of the current program?